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Abstract: Different student evaluation techniques are being used to evaluate students learning abilities. Most of 

learning techniques follow different evaluation methods but Item Response Theory (IRT) has strong impact among 

them. Mostly evaluation techniques lack some important evaluation measure such as difficulty level, time index and 

discrimination level. By redefining questions with the help of IRT, enhanced e-assessment method to be more 

accurate in terms of difficulty, time and discrimination level. This study will ease the examiners abilities to access 

the criteria of difficulty of exam. To check the level of difficulty and examiner’s abilities accordingly, IRT will be 

suitable technique to follow. IRT can make a strong influence on aptitude tests like GAT, GRE etc. Meanwhile, 

many other job-related tests will be scheduled with the help of IRT. This method helps test makers to divide and 

allocate the time for every question to be asked in test. The IRT generates the test more effectively. Testing 

authorities and students can take equally benefit from this method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Item response theory is basically set of hidden variables, a 
method that is intended to model interaction between 
subject’s difficulty levels and item description level. IRT 
specially focuses on pattern answer rather than on composite 
answers. In IRT, the entry response is independent variable 
whereas examinees capability and entry characteristics are 
dependent variable. There is range of area of research in IRT 
and survey is largely used for assessment and evaluation of 
research to define association between examinees and test 
queries [1].  
In recent years, IRT is dominant framework for assessment 
and development in education system on a large scale. 
Applications of Item Response Theory are not only available 
for large-scale assessments but also for small-scale 
assessment and development in education system such as 
sociological and psychological assessments. It is also 
applicable in scaling which includes tool progress, 
enhancement and equating which includes different methods 
for creating tests and computer adaptive testing [2].  
Classical Test Theory (CTT) was principal method until 
1953.While Classical test theory was lies between observed 
and true scores (including errors) based on linear relationship 
method. It also includes errors [2].  
CTT (Classical Test Theory) has ruled the measurement of 
cognitive accomplishments in the educational system. 
Despite dominancy of classical test theory there are some 
limitation of section dependency for approaching of subject 
difficulty, and discrimination level.  
Classical Test Theory simply assumes that worthy items 
distinguish by only conducting good tests in examinations.  

If test conducted very easy every examinee can solve that 
easily whether if the test is very complicated test cannot be 
solved by examines. Using Classical Test Theory (CTT) it is 
very difficult for educators to assume test items and 
measures examines ability and discrimination level because 
it is simply sample dependent. 

A. Comparison of the CTT & the IRT 

 
In comparison to Item Response Theory and Classical Test 
Theory which is (CTT) IRT are used in education system for 
measurement of examinees ability (understand, guessing), 
discrimination level in educational system. Although 
research studies are ongoing of IRT in estimating   
assessment and evolutions of IRT application over last 50 
years Classical Test Theory is still used many programs 
improvably and continuously researched.  
However, many testing programs are still implement CTT 
tools for assessment and an improved testing result has some 
benefits over IRT. For CTT few advantages many 
researchers used e.g. CTT identifies relationship among true 
score and observed score on linear fashion to model for 
better understanding. The methodology of CTT has some 
limitations over IRT like CTT has small sample of data 
while IRT is nonlinear. Analyses in CTT are not to be too 
good as in IRT because the size of samples in CTT is very 
small. Minimum assumptions are required to model a 
problem while in IRT the assumptions are not 
straightforward [4]. 

Classical test theory has some disadvantages scores that 
define examinees expertise are not dependent on test 
difficulty. However, their scores may be greater in difficult 
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test and lesser in easier test so true score extraction is 
difficult. IRT can be used for better development and 
refinement in such kind of test [5].  

In this Paper we will use Item Response Theory to 
evaluate examines ability of item difficulty, discrimination 
and time index. By taking some test of different subject we 
assess and analyze examines difficulty level, discrimination 
and time index on different nature of questions coming easier 
to more difficult questions. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This article is about the diagnostic tests that play a main role 

in student learning level. Various techniques are used for 

this purpose. The main method is IRT. The IRT gives a 

variety of techniques for assessing students' abilities, such 

as charts and also math functions. Curves involves various 

learning features.  

There are two methods which is utilized to understand the 

students' abilities: one to test score and the other to observe 

the student performance in the classroom.  

The E-Assessment utilizing the IT for Object Learning 

process. The purpose of this article is to give an easy 

method to teach, test goals, and also evaluate goals. The 

Assessment allows students to make better their 

performance by utilizing an online source such as the 

WWW. Diagnostic testing is utilized in e-diagnosis. The 

Courses are organized online to enhance e-learning [7].  

This article mainly describes the agenda for maintaining 

security and controlling a form of fraud in online 

diagnostics, and defines IRT, scale-related and score 

equivalents to generate appropriate scores. Will ISOM 

works for teachers, comparing test parameters under Point 

CTT and Metro to evaluate how we distinguish between the 

two techniques. CTT depending on the theory. It cannot 

effectively measure the level and degree of discrimination. 

The IRT analysis tool uses two dimensions to fit the model's 

dimensions. The teachers were positive about student’s 

educational rating, and tried to involve in the process. Also, 

the allocation was more encouraging for administrative staff 

than teachers.  

Cole available age, not of the test, the socio-economic 

status, sample size and its results is that the majority of 

students performed and preferential paper exams. Jackson 

works on students, teachers, managers, quality officers and 

its results & the censors are watching e-assessment 

constructive innovation. Teacher and pupil’s training to gain 

the consistency and acceptance of technologies in e-

assessment. Newhouse worked on students and its 

attainability for any of the games before exams. These two 

tasks were accomplished deprived of a lot of technical 

problems.  

Eva-Heinrich worked on scholars and its results Moodle and 

light wave owner were fit for task organization and 

labelling, also teaching and learning process was 

maintained.  

Adegbija et al. worked on students and it’s concluded that 

all students do not prefer e-assessment. Female students 

required IT skills because they consider e-exam stressful. 

Detail table as below with complete authors names and their 

findings. 

Table no.1 
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Figure  1 GAT test in Poonch University among 3048 students 

III. METHODOLOGY  

The main objective of this paper is to evaluate examinees 

difficulty level, discrimination level and time index of test 

items by conducting test. We conduct a GAT test in Poonch 

University, AJ&K among 3048 students shown in Figure  1, 

in which 1510 were female and 1538 were male students.  

An entry test GAT paper of 100 question was consisting of 

30 Mathematical, 30 English and 40 analytical questions. 

The main purpose to conduct GAT test among these 

students to make e-assessment more efficient and affective 

by using IRT (Item Response Theory). 

  

 
Figure  2 Analyze examinees difficulty level 
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After conducting the test, we analyzed examinees difficulty 

level (in English, Mathematics and analytical questions), 

discrimination level and time index for each question 

separately. Female student’s responses were superior in 

English questions as compared with male students. Male 

student’s responses in Mathematics questions was excellent 

as compared with female students as shown in the Figure  2.  

In analytical questions, male and female students took 

nearly same time. Although, 120 minutes were allotted for 

100 questions, students were facing trouble in solving 

complete question paper. Time management, to attempt 

such type of tests, was another issue which took our 

attention as shown in Figure  3. Student percentage between 

male and female is about to 47% female students and 53% 

of Male students are targeted in GAT test which is 

conducted in Poonch University, Rawalakot, AJ&K. 

In Math section of GAT test the response rate of Female 

students is 40% and Male students 57%. In other hand, in 

English section Male students responses about to 43% and 

Female students 54%. Male students responses good at 

analytical section as compare to female students. 

 

 
Figure  3 Time Management issue in attempting the test 

 

By using IRT, one can assess examinees responses in 

solving a problem. Also, measure of item wise difficulty 

level, time index and discrimination level can be done. 

Examiners can estimate & manage time for conducting such 

type of tests. IRT is a very good practice for conducting 

state of the art GRE & GAT tests and also it is helpful in 

any type of class tests of Mathematics, Grammar and 

psychology as depicted in Figure  4. 

 

 
Figure  4 Measure the ability for correct response for questions [1] 

IV. DISCUSSION  

 

System basing on E-assessments have shifted the 

educational paradigm in the recent decades. Information 

Technology (IT) cannot be applied in full, because a lot of 

attention is not focused on the interplay between man and 

IT, and also the interactions leading to the achievement of 

the goals of any organization.  

Hence technicians must create users-oriented systems while 

meeting the needs of population including their prime work 

on structuring efficient systems. Such efficient systems 

should be used after their successful creation. Malicious 

TTF technologies will result in exploitation or shutdown of 

systems. According to [49], to have positive effect on 

performance, technology should not only be used but also fit 

the needs of end user. 

It is significant to consider that merely 2.4% articles 

discussed the accuracy of e-assessment tools [18]. So, there 

is less work in the articles which investigates user 

evaluations about the suitability or the adaptation of the 

various e-assessment tools provided by different options. 

Hence, the impression of IT on task under consideration 

cannot be reasonably described in details without 

considering features related to the stage of difficulty or 

fitness for work that is to be executed. 

After investigating a number of research papers on the topic, 

3 out of all stated slightly higher than 7% e-diagnosis 

technology articles a theory. The significance of 

establishing and showing data by using only relevant 

theoretical framework cannot be highlighted more than 

usual. 

There is no combined paper on performance using 

technology or content and/or both presented for 

performance. 
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V. CONCULSION  

The main purpose of this study was to show the importance 

of IRT over CTT. This paper assessed the comparison of 

each item of test for difficulty level, discrimination and time 

indexing. Probability of answering a question with respect 

to an individual’s ability and each item’s characteristics was 

measured using Item Response Theory.  

IRT predicted correct answer of each question of a 

particular difficulty. The examiner noted time to answer a 

question by reusing same difficulty level test. Study 

estimated the time required for each question by conducting 

a test on average student to learn their discrimination level, 

difficulty level and time index.  

Considering the same test for future, one can determine the 

level of difficulty required for each question and the average 

duration for conducting a test according to an average 

student. This technique helps test makers to distribute time 

span for each question to be asked in a test. IRT models 

makes tests more efficient and reliable. The students can be 

benefited more by attending same nature of test in future. 
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